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The road towards a novel TPL paradigm for mice: a literature 

overview 
 

From insects to birds to mammals 

The first Time-Place Learning (TPL) experiments were conducted studying 

honeybees. It was found that honeybees can be trained to collect food at any time 

of the day (Wahl 1932), at multiple times (Koltermann 1974), and at different 

places at different times (Finke 1958). This plasticity implies that honeybees have 

a circadian oscillator at their disposal that allows for a continuous monitoring of 

the passage of time (Pittendrigh et al. 1958). Indeed, foraging behavior in bees 

was found to show underlying oscillator characteristics, like phase shifts, 

entrainment and limits of entrainment (Beier 1968; Renner 1959; Frisch and 

Aschoff 1987). Moore et al. showed evidence for cTPL in honeybees under 

laboratory conditions, thereby excluding a number of potential environmental 

cues which may have allowed for a contextual cue strategy (see chapter 1), like 

circadian temperature-, humidity-, and light intensity fluctuations and position of 

the sun (Moore et al. 1989). But TPL in single, individually kept bees was never 

shown and also the use of ordinal- or interval timing strategies has never been 

ruled out in order to conclude cTPL (i.e. TPL based on an internal clock). 

 

Convincing evidence for cTPL came from experiments in birds. Field studies had 

already demonstrated anticipatory behavior regarding feeding schedules in 

kestrels (Falco tinnunculus). Individual kestrels showed an increased probability to 

hunt in the same area 24 hours after having caught prey (Rijnsdorp et al. 1981; 

Wilkie et al. 1996). In a laboratory setting, Biebach and coworkers individually 

kept garden warblers (Sylvia borin) in a cage with four connected feeding rooms. 

The 12h light phase was divided into four three-hour episodes in which entry to 

one of the feeding rooms was rewarded by food. Following an entry, all rooms 

were closed for five minutes, trapping the birds in the chosen location. This served 

as a punishment for wrong, non-rewarding location choices. Within ten days, the 

garden warblers made about 75% correct (rewarding) choices. This pattern 

persisted when all rooms were rewarded and kept open, indicating time-place 

associated memory (Biebach 1989). Conclusive evidence for cTPL was provided by 

Wenger and coworkers using starlings in a similar setup. In constant light 
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conditions, the learned time and place associated feeding pattern was shown to 

free-run for almost a week, showing an important underlying oscillator property 

(Wenger et al. 1991). 

Since Garden Warblers and starlings are both insectivorous birds, it was 

questioned whether the cTPL shown in these birds is specific for species that 

depend on a food source that shows daily fluctuations in availability. To test this 

idea, Falk investigated TPL in two related weaver bird species: an insectivore 

(Ploceus bicolor) and a granivore or seed-eater (Euplectes hordeaceus). Although 

the granivorous birds learned faster, they showed disrupted performance both 

after a session skip (all doors kept closed) and after a 6h LD advance, suggesting 

that these birds used a non-circadian TPL strategy. In contrast, location visiting 

patterns of the insectivorous birds were unaffected by the session skip. After the 

6h LD advance these birds showed a phase advance in their feeding pattern that 

was less than six hours, consistent with expectations based on an underlying 

circadian oscillator. In conclusion, these results suggest that not all species may 

have evolved cTPL ability. 

 

TPL in mammals 

TPL in mammals was first demonstrated using Long Evans rats, showing that rats 

can anticipate food at the correct location when it is made available at two 

different locations depending on the time of day (Boulos and Logothetis 1990). It 

was known that SCN lesions, known to abolish LD entrainment and free-running 

circadian rhythms, did not interfere with food anticipatory rhythms or with the 

persistence of food anticipation during food deprivation (for review, see Boulos 

and Terman 1980). Therefore TPL was also investigated in SCN lesioned rats. 

These rats were able to master the task and this provided first evidence that TPL, 

like food anticipation, may be independent of the SCN (Boulos and Logothetis 

1990). Although the used strategy was not investigated, these findings were later 

confirmed by Mistlberger using male Wistar rats in a T-maze that were food 

deprived to 85-90% of ad libitum feeding weight. SCN intact- and SCN lesioned 

animals performed equally well. Moreover, session skips and an LD shift (day-

night inversion) indicated that both groups used a circadian strategy. The authors 

suggested that an alternative internal oscillator, presumably a food entrainable 

oscillator (FEO), was used as a time source (Mistlberger et al. 1996). 
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Others had difficulties to show cTPL in rats. Carr and coworkers repeatedly found 

that Long Evans rats used an ordinal timing strategy, even when they tried to 

make an ordinal strategy unreliable by structural random session skips. They 

hypothesized that animals tested in a two sessions and two locations TPL setup 

may be more prone to adapt an ordinal strategy, because than animals can simply 

alternate between locations (or learn to avoid always the previous rewarding 

location). Nonetheless, Long Evans rats also showed ordinal TPL in a three 

sessions and three locations TPL setup (Carr and Wilkie 1997; Carr and Wilkie 

1999; Carr et al. 1999). Thorpe and coworkers also reported ordinal timing in this 

strain (Thorpe et al. 2003). Surprisingly, in multiple paradigms, Long Evans rats 

have also been reported not to show circadian retention deficits (Cain et al. 

2004c; McDonald et al. 2002), indicating that this may be a strain specific deficit 

for time memory. On the other hand, Pizzo and coworkers found that Long Evans 

rats used primarily an interval timing strategy, but with evidence for a partial 

circadian strategy (Pizzo and Crystal 2002). This indicates that these rats may not 

be unable to use a circadian strategy, but may less readily- or have more difficulty 

to do so. 

 

Decisive factors for TPL 

Lukoyanov and coworkers underlined the role of food deprivation in TPL. They 

investigated whether Wistar rats could show TPL in a non-food reinforced time-

place task. They used a Morris water maze in which the platform changed location 

between morning and afternoon sessions. Surprisingly, rats only learned the task 

when they were food deprived, receiving 60% of the daily ad libitum food 

consumption. Ad libitum fed animals and animals that were only food deprived to 

receive 90% of daily ad libitum food consumption did not perform above chance 

level. Although the use of an ordinal- or interval timing strategy was not excluded 

experimentally, the authors suggested that food deprivation enables access to the 

necessary temporal information from the FEO (Lukoyanov et al. 2002). 

Widman and colleagues broadened this view. They had shown earlier that an 

increased response cost can trigger TPL. Female Sprague Dawley rats showed TPL 

when they had to climb for food in a vertical maze, while rats tested in a 

horizontal maze did not. Moreover, the number of rats showing TPL increased as 

the height was increased (Widman et al. 2000). However, in this experiment the 

rats were still food deprived to 80% of ad libitum feeding weight. In a following 
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experiment, the group of Widman used ad libitum fed male Sprague Dawley rats 

in a Morris water maze. Again, without food deprivation or an increased response 

cost, the rats did not show TPL, replicating the earlier findings of Lukoyanov et al. 

(2002). A second group of rats was also tested under ad libitum feeding 

conditions, but this time the response cost was increased by adding a weight belt 

to the rats. Now the rats did show TPL. Although the authors did not exclude the 

possibility that animals used an ordinal or interval timing strategy to solve the 

task, the authors argument that activation of a food system (FEO) is not 

specifically necessary for TPL. The authors suggested that food deprivation also 

forms an increased response cost (relative effort). They hypothesized that either 

the FEO or the SCN can be used as a consulted clock for TPL, and that access to-, 

or activation of these systems is facilitated by an increased response cost 

(Widman et al. 2004). In line with this, Aragona and coworkers showed that TPL 

could be facilitated in a two sessions and two locations lever pressing study, 

simply by placing a water bottle in between the levers (Aragona et al. 2002). This 

may also be explained by the response cost hypothesis proposed by Widman et al. 

because animals now had to walk around the water bottle if they had initially 

chosen a wrong (non-rewarding) lever (location). 

Thus a high response cost seems to facilitate TPL, presumably because it 

stimulates animals to not make incorrect decisions. TPL has however also been 

demonstrated in experimental setups involving a low response cost and without 

food deprivation, using a palatable food resource (Means et al. 2000; Thorpe and 

Wilkie 2007). This suggests that a low response cost may be partly compensated 

by an increased reward value. From another perspective, increasing the reward 

value (by using a palatable food reward or more severe food deprivation) 

indirectly increases the response cost, because the satisfaction of a subjectively 

more intense craving is delayed when animals have initially chosen a non-

rewarding location and have to switch between locations. 

 

Gallistel stated that whenever an animal encounters a biological significant event, 

it automatically creates a tripartite memory code consisting of the nature of the 

event, when the event occurred and where the event occurred (Wilkie 1995; 

Gallistel 1990). The difficulties with demonstrating TPL in rats have raised doubts 

regarding this theory. A study by Thorpe et al. suggests that instead of 

automatically coding tripartite memory codes on the encounter of important 
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events, animals may automatically create bipartite memory codes, i.e. time-event 

(and event-place under some circumstances). Thorpe et al. hypothesize that these 

bipartite codes may later be transformed into tripartite memory codes, but only 

under high response cost conditions (Thorpe and Wilkie 2007). Indeed, rats 

readily show time of day discriminations using go/no-go designs in which the 

value of the reward differs between sessions, without a distinction between 

different locations (Means et al. 2000; Thorpe et al. 2003). In such designs, 

animals demonstrate time memory by showing a shorter reaction time at 

session(s) with a higher reward value. Because a distinction between locations is 

not necessary in such setups, only bipartite memory codes (time-event) are 

required, while (c)TPL theoretically requires tripartite memory codes (Thorpe and 

Wilkie 2007). Such what-where-when memories resemble the contents of human 

episodic memories, but may not so readily be formed in animals. 

 

Decisive factors for cTPL 

The distinction between TPL and cTPL is not always apparent in the literature, 

because the used strategy is not always investigated. Therefore, little is known on 

the decisive factors for the utilization of particular strategies. Differential 

conclusions on the used strategy for TPL within the same strain of specie, indicate 

that the adapted strategy may not only depend on the used organism or strain, as 

was concluded from a comparison between seed- and insect eating bird species 

(Falk 1992), but on other factors as well. For instance, while cTPL was shown in 

Wistar rats (Mistlberger et al. 1996), Pizzo et al. reported the utilization of an 

ordinal strategy by this strain. The authors argument that, although rats may have 

information on time of day available, they do not readily use this information 

when other strategies are available, and that, when only two locations and two 

times have to be distinguished, ordinal timing may be the easiest solution to 

adapt (Pizzo and Crystal 2004). However, Mistlberger et al. (1996) had showed 

cTPL using a two sessions and two locations setup, indicating that other 

operational factors must play a role in the adaptation to a specific TPL strategy. 

 

Theoretically, subjective reward- and response cost values may not only 

determine whether animals show TPL, but also influence the used strategy. When 

the stakes are high, memory should be optimal and fault proof. The circadian 

strategy is theoretically the most reliable strategy because it does not depend on 
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external cues which can be unreliable or remain unnoticed. For instance, with an 

ordinal strategy, a missed feeding opportunity (similar to a session skip) would 

result in visiting all following locations at the wrong time of day, which may result 

in less or no resource collection, increased energy expenditure and/or higher risk 

of encountering a predator. In expense, a circadian strategy, may be more costly 

on brain resources to create and/or maintain, and may therefore only be 

recruited when ‘the stakes’ are relatively high. As Falk already stated, perhaps the 

granivorous weaver birds, showing non-circadian TPL, learned faster because they 

learned less (Falk 1992). From another perspective, it makes sense that the brain 

does not recruit circadian timekeeping mechanisms for insignificant events. In 

addition, thresholds of subjective reward- and response cost values will likely 

differ between species and even individuals. This may account for some of the 

discrepancies found in the literature regarding whether animals showed TPL or 

not and regarding the used strategies. Thus, although speculative, higher reward- 

and response cost values may not only induce TPL (Widman et al. 2004) and the 

formation of tripartite memory codes (Thorpe and Wilkie 2007), but also the use 

of a circadian strategy (cTPL). 

 

Taken together, previous TPL studies have identified two critical factors to induce 

TPL: A reward to induce goal directed behavior and a response cost to stimulate 

animals to make correct choices. Both of these factors seem to add to the 

significance or motivational value for an animal to encode the time-place 

contingency, and to use a circadian strategy (cTPL). Recently, these principles 

have been implemented in a novel TPL paradigm for mice (Van der Zee et al. 

2008). This paradigm will be described in the following section along with the first 

obtained results using this setup. 
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A novel TPL paradigm for mice 
 

Despite the extended literature on TPL in rats, albeit with differential conclusions, 

the lack of studies in mice was surprising and perhaps partly based on the absence 

of a suitable paradigm. This inspired our group to design a novel TPL paradigm for 

mice. The rational was to induce a conflict between a positive reinforcer (food 

reward) and a negative reinforcer depending on the time of day. The latter was 

implemented by applying a mild foot shock through a grid located in front of the 

food reward (see figure 1A). Mice had to step on the grid to be able to acquire the 

food reward. To motivate the mice to search for food, they were food deprived to 

85% of their ad libitum body weight. As such, the paradigm emulates the natural 

situation in which hungry animals seek food while different feeding locations can 

be predictably safe or unsafe to visit depending on the time of day. We decided to 

use three times of day (sessions) in a three-arm maze. For example, a mouse was 

tested at 9:00, 12:00 and 15:00 o’clock. In each of the three daily test sessions, 

mice had to learn to avoid one of the three baited arms, i.e. the one in which they 

would receive the mild foot shock when trying to reach the food reward. For 

example, at 9:00 this was in the left arm, at 12:00 in the middle arm, and at 15:00 

in the right arm. A session was performed correctly if the arm with the foot shock 

was visited last or fully avoided after first having visited both correct locations. 

After habituation steps, wild-type C57Bl6 mice readily learned this task, reaching 

an average performance of approximately 80% correct choices in just five days 

(figure 1B). Moreover, session skips (to identify the use of an ordinal strategy) and 

testing under a constant light condition (to identify the use of an interval timing 

strategy) revealed that the animals were using a circadian strategy (Van der Zee et 

al. 2008). 

 

This was the first time cTPL was shown in mice, opening up new possibilities to 

examine the neuronal substrates underlying cTPL, as well as presumably involved 

clock genes. Various mice, knockout for specific clock genes, can now be tested 

behaviorally for the functional involvement of these genes in a time of day 

dependent memory test. In following section, we will review the first published 

results investigating Cry1 and Cry2 double knockout mice. 
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TPL in wild-type and Cry1,2 double knockout mice 

cTPL offers the possibility to study clock genes on a functional, behavioral level. 

We introduced clock gene deficient mice in the context of TPL, and showed that 

young Cry1-/-Cry2-/- (referred to as Cry1,2) double knockout male C57Bl6 mice 

were unable to master the paradigm (Van der Zee et al. 2008). Performance 

stayed around chance level (figure 1B). Wild-type mice included in this experiment 

(of same sex, age, and strain) successfully mastered the paradigm (figure 1B). 

Session skips under either LD or LL conditions did not affect performance of wild-

type mice, replicating the use of a circadian strategy in the used setup. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Schematic drawing of the TPL maze. Food is placed behind a metal grid on which mice have to stand to 

reach it, providing the possibility to administer a mild footshock (A). Learning curves of wild-type and Cry1,2 

double knockout mice. Wild-type mice readily learn to avoid the “time-of-day dependent” negatively reinforced 

location. In contrast, Cry1,2 knockout mice cannot master the task and remain at the 33% chance level (B, 

adopted from van der Zee et. al., 2008). Symbols: green indicates a baited arm, and red indicates arm with 

footshock delivery. Note that the symbols represent one particular configuration of reward and penalty during 

one of the three daily training sessions. This configuration shifts predictably according to time of day of the 

training session. Days 1-13 show performance during habituation steps. Error bars and shaded areas indicate 

SEM. 

 

 

This finding, that cTPL is Cry dependent, confirmed the circadian nature of cTPL 

and the functional role of Cry genes in circadian rhythms. These results however 

raise a relevant question. Other studies have shown that animals can use 

alternative non-circadian strategies to solve a daily TPL task. Given that Cry1,2 

deficient mice have a distorted internal clock thus raises the question why these 

mice did not use a non-circadian strategy, like an ordinal- or interval timing 
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strategy, to master the paradigm. The possibility that these animals had a general 

learning deficit was ruled out by control experiments that showed intact spatial 

memory and association abilities (contextual fear conditioning and spatial learning 

in a Y-maze; Van der Zee et al. 2008). Clearly the used setup initially induces cTPL, 

as seen in wild-type mice. Nevertheless, feedback from the testing (repeated 

mistakes leading to foot-shocks) theoretically should have led Cry1,2 animals to 

abandon this unreliable strategy for one that produces better outcome. Several 

reasons may explain why this did not occur. First, animals may only abandon the 

circadian strategy if the internal circadian clock signal gets too weak, as with 

aging, but not when the memory system gets a clear (but distorted) signal as may 

be the case with young Cry1,2 knockout mice. Second, session skips may have led 

animals to mark the ordinal strategy as unreliable as well, resulting in sticking with 

the circadian strategy. Indeed sessions were already skipped during habituation 

and on the third day of actual testing. Third, total test duration may have been 

too short. If the testing would have continued for a longer time (without session 

skips), the Cry1,2 knockout mice may have switched to a non-circadian strategy. 

Finally, although interval timing has been shown to be independent of Cry genes 

(Papachristos et al., 2011), this has not been confirmed for the ordinal strategy. 

Future studies may confirm if Cry1,2 double knockout mice can learn TPL using a 

non-circadian strategy. 

 

Taken together, these first results demonstrated that the time of day signal as 

used in our TPL paradigm must originate from an underlying Cry dependent 

(circadian) timing mechanism. This finding led to the question whether cTPL 

specifically depends on Cry genes, or on other clock genes as well. In the next 

chapter, we therefore investigated cTPL in Per1 and Per2 double mutant mice. 
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